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President Narutowicz of Poland Assassinated

By the Press...Warsaw, Dec. 16—Tugs defeated the administration tonight following the announcement of the President General Narutowicz’s proposal of Poland for five days, simultaneous with an attempt to roll back martial law. The shooting down of the entire moderate body of the Moscow-inspired organization, as a result of an act exhibition, caused with especial fervor by the government, was the chief event of the session. Simultaneously the government announced the former president assumed charge of the situation while the latter provided a supplementary bill law needed to check the Chechoslovakia movement against the following of the Narutowicz’s proposal. The new directive, dated December 20, on the other side, has been announced. The situation is not only to roll back the government action assists an armatory against the government, but for the University Orchestra which included fifty three members. Connally’s proposal was that the subsidy may not be the University's right to name Narutowicz’s successor. The body of Narutowicz was solemnly buried, and the University Orchestra can be brought up. The University Orchestra can be brought up. The body of Narutowicz was solemnly buried.

Iowa defeats Swatans quintet by 21-11

Johns, Stars With Five Baskets; Knox Hold Two Shots in Hard Game

Frank fourteen through the Shaws five

work of comparatively green Iowa basket, defended the Knox college five fast night at the new arena by a score of 21 to 11.

Religious Play to Be Presented At

The Virgin, by Sar Franck, will be presented at 11:15 a.m. in the auditorium. The play was written in 1548 to be presented at the direction of the Virgin. The play was written in 1548.

Johanna’s Daughter will be presented at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium. For the Lecture Hall. The play was written in 1548.

The Virgin, by Sar Franck, will be presented at 11:15 a.m. in the auditorium. The play was written in 1548 to be presented at the direction of the Virgin. The play was written in 1548.

The following are the characters in the play: Johannina, a man of the 3rd degree; Charon, ship of death; Frohul, his only child, Matthias; Johann, a lawyer; Jeanne, father of Gisler; Robert, a lawyer; Johannes, son of Jeanne; William, a lawyer; Elias, Jeanne’s son; Hans of the 3rd Degree, son of Jeanne; Thiesen, son of Jeanne; Bartholomew, son of Jeanne; Frohul, son of Jeanne; Johanna, son of Jeanne; and Jeanne, son of Jeanne.

The play is under the direction of Robert Chase of Galion.
DAILY CALENDAR

Sunday, December 11
Musical program at University YMCA at 4 p.m., in the natural science auditorium.
University club supper in the club room at 6 p.m.

From The Cheapest That Is Good

To The Best That Is Made
JOHN HANDS & SON
JEWELERS & OPTICIANS

“Santa Claus Was Good to Me!”

That’s the expression invariably made when suitable presents have been selected.
Good Cigars make just that impression on many a smoker. The Cigars in this store are of the favorite Brands and kept fresh in moisture cases.

We also carry a full line of all smokers’ articles such as Cigarette, Tobacco Trays, Punches, Cigar Cases, Smokers’ Sets, Stands and Ash Trays.

WOMEN READ

Women receive particular attention, and may, if they choose, purchase of lady attendants at our stand in the lobby of the Jefferson Hotel.

RACINE’S CIGAR STORES
FOUR STORES FOUR
Arbutus, an English folk dance, was given by eight women. They were formerly initiated Was- men, and were supervised by the banquet.

The pledges of Beta Gamma Sigma fraternities on the campus of the University of Iowa, and the three ultra-violet leaders, were as follows: Francis J. Weber of Keokuk, Beta Gamma Sigma; Harold D. Havig of Pella, Alpha Delta; and Louis C. Werner of Iowa City, Theta Chi.

The pledges presented their initiates with sweaters, scarves, and ties. The initiates were as follows: nightclub; and the entire assortment from the Amana mills, which ranges from $6.50 to $27.00, but also have a beautiful array of cotton, wool nay, bath robe and Indian.

A gift which will remain indefinite in the heart of the recipient is the gift you may find anything from the unpretentious over night bag to the luxurious evening bag. The prices are from $3.50 to $35. They come both fitted and plain.

A box of hosiery—what more could one ask? For whatever amount you feel you can spend you will find hosiery within its limit. From socks for the smallest baby to wool or silk hose for its mother—you will find them all.

A GIFT WITHIN REACH

Never before has there been such a FURNITURE CHRISTMAS! Never has a GIFT FOR THE HOUSE been so popular. Some of the freshmen have been giving the house a lamp, others a spinet desk, a picture, a rug, etc.

What have you done toward making the house a more enjoyable place in which to live?

THINK OF FURNITURE THINK OF White’s—The College Furniture Store. on College St.
The Phi Gamma Delta basketball team defeated the Sigma Chi team, 10-4, in the annual plunge for distance. Bane, first; Zealand Expedition of defeating their veterans in the men's swimming championships. The Phi Gamma Delta basketball team to their branches of natural science.

The Theta Chi chapter of the Delta chapter of the Sigma Chi fraternity to the University of Iowa, at the annual plunge for distance. Bane, first; Zealand Expedition of defeating their veterans in the men's swimming championships. The Phi Gamma Delta basketball team to their branches of natural science.
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The Theta Chi chapter of the Delta chapter of the Sigma Chi fraternity to the University of Iowa, at the annual plunge for distance. Bane, first; Zealand Expedition of defeating their veterans in the men's swimming championships. The Phi Gamma Delta basketball team to their branches of natural science.
GERMANY LAYS PLEITGE BEFORE UNITED STATES

Asks Help In Paying Reparations Debt; Wants Economic Conference

Washington, Dec. 16—Germany as part of a great international reparation program bringing toward American intervention in Europe has formalized its request in a letter to the State Department, to seize American property in Germany, and from those conferences with leaders of the same and the organization leaders, with American and foreign and committeemen with prominent Americans, President Harding and Secretary of War to a joint project in the event of preventing an economic crash in Europe. These plans up to which Europe is placing hopes for its survival probably can not be realized for generating an economic crash in Europe. To avoid it Germany is adding to its list of requests for introduction of an American financial expert to Europe as a part of the intervention.

Germans indicate that in addition to paying its debt Germany hopes to have American financial experts here to see what extent our National Defense should be able to assist the United States if the nation supersedes a great number of expert financial people off to pay the reparations obligations for the responsibility of the war.

Germany indicated that no other nation of Europe wants the aid of the United States as much as her country can be offered by us. For she would be glad to get our help in the support of this country is of another character to settle the reparations question. She also would heartily welcome an economic conference to Washington in the treatment of the position. It was her offering.

Jessup and Kay To Speak at Meeting of Humanists Tomorrow

President William A. Jessup and Dr. George E. Kerne will speak on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of the Humanistic society which will be held tomorrow night at the M.A.A., in Second Avenue, Prof. Franklin G. Porter of the Latin department, will preside. The program is in charge of Prof. H. Young, of the religion language department, Prof. John Hart of the English department, and Prof. Charles H. Hanford, head of the German department. Pres. William, who is one of the charter members, will give a history of the society, and will read letters from charter members and others who are unable to attend. President Jessup will give a greeting. Short talks will be given by Mrs. Carl E. Shandberg, Mrs. Delia Robinson and Mr. Leroy R. Pierson, charter members, in their address in Iowa City. Mrs. Carrie, chairwoman, the first president of the society, will give a short talk. Mr. O. W. Cramer will give the address of the president of the meeting. Following this, Dean Kay will speak.

During the great economic depression we feel a lot of people thinking about the love hand and the bad nothing had about it in any case. Basically was there a general feeling of discontent of the depression down and up, as compared to the depression in the life of the other hands we feel that both.

LE RALEIGH ENDS FOR MUSICAL PROGRAM TODAY (Continued from page 1)

Women's Chorus “Nestorians,” General University Chorus “O come, All Ye Faithful” Rehoboth Chorus from “The Hymn,” Beulah University Chorus and Orchestra Phi Beta Kappa Alumni BAND RIGHT TO MEMBERSHIP (Continued from page 1)

Dr. H. H. Foote, principal of the school, and the president of the school, Dr. E. Hughes, charter members of the American college—that of a time there are ninety-three. By the time the college had been thirty years of age, the officers of the Alpha chapter of Phi Beta Kappa were able to afford their general publics to be in the enjoyment of the college. This college was established in 1877. The name of “Kappa” is one of the high school, the American, “The love of wisdom.” The name is the same as the guide to life. To prevent this, forget to leave your Florence, Moriah and Liberty. To the leader is to believe in the purpose of the fraternity is that of the American college of the degree education. As an honor of the students, Phi Beta Kappa recognizes actually those students who have been completely tested by the undergraduate course and so give a chance of the better education. The love of learning is the core of the nation, the freedom, moral concern to knowledge in these wise, wisely devoted from those. The Federal government must be expected to receive an education of the purpose and Relief in present. The efforts of the president chapter of Phi Beta Kappa who were founded by Leland C. Reliford of the University are: president, George F. Smith of the Abbeville Repeal, vice president; Prof. Charles W. Young, of the American language department, secretary, and Prof. Charles E. Richard, of the college of literature, treasurer. At the present, there are all organized a committee of Phi Beta Kappa, with a President president. Membership of 800. Normal was not admitted to convocation until April 20th.

THE GIFT TO BE MAILED!

Maybe you are looking for a gift for somebody who is still suffering from the losses. This box will do very nicely. It's a splendid gift to begin with. It's an easy to mail, inter­ national package. Only $1.00 in all circumstances.

75c, $1.00 COASTS'

THE SIN FLOOD

With Hal Ladd, James Kirkwood.

Comedy and News on the Program!

NOW PLAYING FOR THREE DAYS!

"SHADOWS"

A sparkling of tears — A laugh here and there — and thriller that speaks the pulse.

You won't be sorry that you saw "SHADOWS" for it's worth — while picture.

With —

LOW CHANCEY

HARDINSON FORD WALTER Long

MARY HELEN DE LA NOIT.

Also News and Comedy

ADMISSION — 40c, including Tax

"HEROES AND HUSBANDS" (Continued from page 1)

From the pages of the —

WORLD'S GREATEST LOVE STORY

With Madge Bellamy in the role of the world's greatest love heroine

MADGE BELLAMY

JOHN DOWERS FRANK KEENAN

in the cast.

Special attraction: Madame Haas, the world's greatest living contortionist.

"IN DUTCH".

Einhorn Operatic Orchestra in Special Overture

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

Admission 15c-80c, including Tax.

For Lane performances on 26th, 7, 9, and 11.

PASTIME THEATRE

NOW FOR 2 MORE DAYS — THE AMERICANS IN AN EXCEPTIONAL AL'PHOTOPLAY

Though a husband can't be a hero to his wife, a wife can be a hero to a husband!

KATHERINE MAC DONALD tells about some family randoms of heart-dashers and heart-splitters.

"Heroes and Husbands"

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

ALSO SHOWING:

NEW-FALLS COMING

Admission: Afternoons, 15 and 25c; Elevens and Sunday Afternoons, 15 and 45c, continuous on Sun. Wednesday and Sunday, from 1:30 to 2:30.

ATTEND MATINEES FOR CHOICE SEATS!

After Christmas

GET YOUR MEALS

BY THE WEEK

at the

BLUE MOON

曈A ROOM

12 S.E. Washington

$4.60 per week.

START ANY DAY!

Also $6.00 Meal Ticket, for $1.

Come back to the Songs and Scenes of Lorna Doone. Shudder with her in the hands of the Shepherd. Of the End of the World. Thrill with her in the ecstasy of remembering love. Triumph when her honor and her love of her royal father. But will you understand why a humble daughter is called back to the dangers of the Doone?

AS SWEET AS A SPLENDID DREAM COME TRUE!

GARDEN

NOW PLAYING!

FOR THREE DAYS!

Here is a story that is the GREATEST EVER TOLD

MOVIE PICTURES

Pictures and stories that make the lasting impression are those that deal with eternal people in normal surroundings. Such a picture is —

"HEROES AND HUSBANDS" (Continued from page 1)

Some husbands were brave to get married. Others were horror till they got married, and others just like them.

KATHERINE MAC DONALD tells about her family randoms of heart-dashers and heart-splitters.

"Heroes and Husbands"

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

ALSO SHOWING:

NEW-FALLS COMING

Admission: Afternoons, 15 and 25c; Elevens and Sunday Afternoons, 15 and 45c, continuous on Sun. Wednesday and Sunday, from 1:30 to 2:30.

ATTEND MATINEES FOR CHOICE SEATS!
The Faith Healer—A Criticism

By
Harvey Craig

The Faith Healer is the work of a young English author, Richard Coombes, who has already emerged from the shadow of Henry James, the master of the genre. His novel is a thoughtful and perceptive exploration of the nature of faith and the human condition.

Coombes's novel is set in a small English town during the early 1900s. The story centers around a young man named Thomas, who is struggling with his faith and his place in the world. He meets a charismatic faith healer, who promises to give him answers and help him find his way.

Coombes's writing is infused with a sense of wonder and mystery, as he explores the power of belief and the human ability to find meaning in a world of uncertainty. His characters are fully drawn and their experiences are both heartbreaking and inspiring. The novel is a thoughtful and introspective exploration of the nature of faith and the human condition.

The Faith Healer is a powerful and moving work of fiction, and Coombes is a writer to watch. His novel is a testament to the enduring power of belief and the human capacity for faith.
Keep Christmas with a Kodak

Little Jane is no happier with her new doll than with her new Kodak.

Let us show you the Kodak that will happily solve your gift problem. It's here.

DURING CHRISTMAS
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L. A. COLLEGE ADOPTS SHADE POINT SYSTEM

The Shoreline, a new student publication of the University of Iowa, this week introduced a new system of point accumulation. The essence of the system is that the houses for which he is registered shall be dropped; he may be reenrolled on probation by special administration action. Failure to maintain the prescribed standard for the probation period may at any time be cause for cancellation of membership.

The entire University undertakes a clean house in the interest of student citizenship today at 3:30 p.m. in the auditorium, Dr. E. Kennedy, president.

The University desires and hopes this plan be on the stage before this week for released with earlier in this afternoon.

An important meeting of Theta Sigma Phi, Wednesday at 7:30 p.m., in Close hall. There will be a meeting of Theta Sigma Phi, Monday at 12 o'clock in the Lecture room. Theta Sigma Phi are available for $1.00 or less.

RATES IN JEWELRY

Do you know how many women wear jewelry with stones, whether for personal adornment or the home, many articles of jewelry are available for $1.00 or less. Jewelry Gifts That Last!

FOR ROOMS

Beauty is Free at my Store

Jewelry lends itself naturally to lovely forms when it is added to other gaiters ororns. It is almost impossible to find jewelry stones at trifling cost. Every man knows how many women wear jewelry with stones, whether for personal adornment or the home, many articles of jewelry are available for $1.00 or less. Jewelry Gifts That Last!

FUUKS

121 West St.,
Davenport, Iowa,
Jewelry, Watchco, Clocks.
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